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Abstract - -We show that the specific nodes are not necessary for solving Cauehy singular integral 
equations by using quadrature-collocation methods. The solvability of the discrete system is proved 
for arbitrary selection of quadrature and collocation odes. We also propose several special choices 
of these nodes. Especially, a weighted minimum norm-least square method is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical theory for solving Cauchy Singular Integral Equations (CSIE) is based on the prop- 
erties of sectionally holomorphic functions, which enable us to reduce the singular equation to a 
Fredholm equation of the second kind. (See N. I. Muskhelishvili [1] and F. D. Gakhov [2].) In 
many physical problems, when numerical solution is necessary, direct methods are often prefer- 
able. A method is called direct if the singular integral is replaced by a numerical approximation 
without resorting to regularization. Such methods initiated by F. Erdogan [3] and F. Erdogan 
and G. D. Gupta [4] have been developed subsequently b  F. Erdogan, G. D. Gupta and T. S. 
Cook [5], P. S. Theocaris and N. I. Loakimidis [6]. 
Suppose the CSIE has the form 
b(x) [1 g(t)  f_l 7r d-1 - t - - z  + k(t,z)g(t)dt = f(z), -1  < z < 1. (1.1) 
1 
All these numerical methods use Gauss-type formulae after expressing the unknown singular 
function as the product of a weight function (1 - z)"- l(1 + z) #-1 and a smooth function to be 
computed, a and fl are determined by Noether's index theorems. 
Let Pn(a'a)(z) be the Jacobi polynomial of degree n orthogonal with respect o the weight 
function (1 - z)~-l(1 + z)a-1. The zeros of P(~'a)(z) are used as quadrature nodes in the 
Gauss-Jacobi integral formula and the zeros of another related Jacobi polynomial are used as the 
corresponding collocation points. For example, when a =/~ = ½, the Jacobi polynomial p(a,#) 
is T,(x), the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and the related polynomial is Un-l(z), the 
Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. 
There are three factors, which influence the size of the error in the computed solution: (a) 
accuracy of the quadrature formula, (b) choice of the collocation odes, (c) "condition" of the 
linear algebraic system. The rate of convergence d pends on the "Lebesgue constants" of the col- 
location and quadrature nodes, and the smoothness of the functions. Certain sets of quadrature- 
collocation odes are inadequate o represent the intrinsic features of the problems, especially of 
the problems arising from the oscillatory behavior of f(z) or the kernel k(t, z)), or the problems 
due to large derivatives of these functions. For example, for the function 
e x 
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for very small values of a, a collocation point in the immediate vicinity of c is essential. As 
discussed by Gerasoulis and Srivastav in [7], the methods based on orthogonal polynomials will 
require the quadrature rules of an excessively high degree, leading to extremely large systems of 
linear algebraic equations. 
The paper by Tsamysphyros and Theocaris [11] appears to be the first to ask the rhetoric 
question "Are special collocation odes necessary for the numerical solution of singular integral 
equations?". The examples are given showing that it is not so for the Gauss-Chebyshev quadra- 
ture and collocation. Our objective in this paper is to analyse the linear algebraic systems for 
solvability. The approximation characteristics of the computed solution will be discussed in a 
subsequent paper. 
In order to make the paper self-sufficient, some well known results are included here. We 
organize the sections as follows: 
Section 2 is used to construct the theory of orthogonal polynomials. The similar results can 
be found in S. Welstead's Ph.D. thesis [12]. 
In Section 3 we prove the solvability of the system of equations derived from general quadrature- 
collocation odes. 
Section 4 is to discuss everal optional selections of these nodes. 
The paper is concluded with a numerical example in section 5. 
2. TWO RELATED SEQUENCES OF ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Consider the dominant part of the Cauchy singular integral operator U: 
b ~1 g($) dr, 
Ug(=) := ~g(=) + ~ ~ t - (2.1) 
where a and b are assumed constants and lal ¢ Ibl. For the general case of variable a(x)  and 
b(z ) ,  Welstead has discussed in [12]. Here, we only rehearse some related results. 
The operator U is defined on the space of HSlder continuous functions. By using the sectionally 
holomophic functions, we introduce 
1 f_l g(t)at, 
where z = x + iy ,  z and  y are real numbers. Let 
¢+(x) = lim ¢(x + i y ) ,  
y..0 + 
¢- (z )= lim ¢(x+iy) .  
y---*O- 
We have 
and 
Denote 
we have 
Let 
g(=) = ¢+(=) - ¢-(=), 
1 /1  g(t) dt = (~'t'(x) - ¢ - (x )  
j _ l t - z  
Ug(x)  = (a + ib)¢+(x) - (a  - ib ) f - ( z ) .  
a -  ib a 2 - b 2 - i2ab  
G - - -  - ~ e - i20  
a + ib a ~ + b 2 ' 
IGI = 1, 
b 7r 
tanO= -'a 0 ~ lal ~ ~, 
F(z )= 01og l - z  
-~ 1~¥' 
7r 
lel # ~. 
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Z(x) ---- (1 -- z)x' (1 + z)X-'e r(=) = (1 - x)x~--t(1 + x) ~-'+t- . 
If a _> 0 and b >__ 0, then 0 _< ~ _< ½. A1 and A_~ can be chosen as following so that both Z(z) 
and Z- l ( z )  are integrable on ( -1 ,  1). 
(1) A1 = 0 and A-x = -1;  
(2) Ax = 0 and A-1 = 0 or A1 = 1 and A-1 = -1 ;  
(3) A1 = 1 and A-1 = 0. 
The index of the operator U is defined as X = -(A1 + A_I). 
In the case of 1-index, 
Z(z) = (1_  z)L. (1 + x) -x+.  L 1 ( l -x )  ½-'L 
- ~ ~ (2.2) 
Let {pn(x))~ ° be a sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials with respect to the weight 
function Z(x) on the interval (-1, I), i.e., 
l z (~)v . (~)p~(~)a~ = c j .~ ,  (2.3) 
1 
where cn is a constant, 6am is the Kronecker notation. According to the general properties of 
orthogonal polynomials, there is a recursion formula between every three consecutive polynomials: 
po(z) = 1, 
p,(~) = (~ - ~o)po(~), 
p2(~) = (x - ~1)p1(~) - ~lpo(~), 
p.+~(~) = (~ - ~ . )p . (x )  - ~.p._~(~),  
where {ak}~ and {/3k}~ are two sequences of numbers. Now, we can construct a new sequence 
of monie polynomials {qn(z)}~ by using the {t~n}~ and {/3n}~: 
q0(z) -- 1, 
ql(z) ---- (z - cq)q0(z), 
q2(z) = (x -- a2)ql(x) -- ~2qo(z), 
q.+l(x) = (~ - ~.+~)q.(~) - ~.+lq._~(~).  
Our main arguments are 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
U(Z(z)p0(z)) = O, 
U(Z(z)pk(z)) = ltqk_l(z), for k = 1,2,...  
where 
= ~ +  b2. (2.4) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. {qn(x)}~ ° iS a sequence of orthogonal polynomials with respect o the weight 
function Z- I (x)  on ( -1 ,  1). 
Consider the adjoint operator V of U: 
b f~ g(t)dt 
Vg(ag) : -  aff(z ) -  ; 1 ~:x  " (2.5) 
We have a similar result of V as the Proposition 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For k = 1, 2,... 
(qk- l (X)~ 
v \ z -~ / =up, (x ) .  
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3. THE D ISCRETE SCHEME OF GENERAL QUADRATURE 
NODES AND COLLOCATION POINTS 
For the problem with 1-index, we shall find the solution g(x) satisfying 
I . b el g(~dt 
ag(x) "-I- ¥ J - I  ~:x -- f(x), 
1 f~-i g(:Odx = ~. ¥ 
(3.1) 
Let g(x) = Z(x)f(x). We choose xl < x2 < . . -<  xn as quadrature nodes and Yl,Y2,'",Yn-1 
as collocation points. The {zi} ~ and the {yk}~ -1 are independent of the weight function Z(x). 
Denote 
n 
x(~) = I'[(~ - ~1, (3.21 
j= l  
n -1  
Y(Y) = H(y -  u~). (3.3/ 
k=l  
The quadrature coefficients are defined as 
f l  z( . )x( . )dx 
w~= 1( ; -~) '  (3.4) 
f~  Y(y)dy Vk= 
1 Z(Y)(Y -- Y~)Y'(Yk) 
We can construct he system of equations as following: 
(3.5) 
A¢ = ], (3.6) 
where 
and 
= (~(~1), ~(~2),'", $(~.))T, 
fi= (f(Yx), f(Y2)," ' ,  f(Yn-1), c) T 
A = (akj)n×,,  
1 b 1 akj = xj-~k (TWj - ~ U(Z(x)X(x))l~=uk), forl < k < n - 1, 
1 anj = ; Wj, for l< j<n.  
We can also construct he corresponding matrix B, 
l< j<n,  
(3.7) 
B = (bk~).×., 
I I (b~ i Y bk~=~._ , .~  ~+v,-rf; 7 ( )l~=~k), fo r l<k<n,  
bkn=pb, for l<k<n.  
l< j<_n-1 ,  
(3.8) 
In order to prove the solvability of (3.6) and to find the inverse of (3.7), we introduce two 
general emmas first. 
LEMMA 3.1. / fA  = (akj) is an n x n matr ix satisfying 
n 
./=1 
- z(~)¢(~)e~ 
j= l  1 
k=1,2 , - . . ,n -1 ,  
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for any polynomial ~b(z) of degree < n - 1, then A is invertible. 
LEMMA 3.2. / fB  = (b~j) is an n x n matrix satisfying 
E b~j¢(yj) = V [,==k, 
bkn = #b, 
k= 1,2, . . .  ,n 
for any polynomial ¢(y) of degree <_ n - 2 and A is an n x n matrix satisfying the conditions of 
Lemma 3.1, then 
AB = #2 I. 
That is 
A -1 = 1 B 
/.t2 " 
Next, we need to check that the matrix of (3.7) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1 and the 
matrix of (3.8) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The matrix A in (3.7) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1. A is invertible. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The matrix B in (3.8) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2. The inverse of 
1 the matrix A in (3.7) has a closed form as u--~B. 
4. SEVERAL SPECIAL  CHOICES OF THE QUADRATURE 
AND COLLOCATION NODES 
Sometime we need a simpler form of the system of equations, or we require higher accurate 
quadrature rule and or we want the two groups of nodes to be the same. We can make various 
options about the quadrature and the collocation odes. In this section we provide four different 
choices of these nodes. 
1. Gauss-Jacobi Scheme. 
Let {z l , zz , . . . , zn}  = {~1,~2, '" ,~n) and {Yl,Ym," ' ,Yn- i} = {0 i ,O2 , " ' ,0 - -1 ) ,  where 
{~k}~' and {Ok}~ -1 are the zeros of the pn(z) and q,-t(Y) respectively. We have X(z) = p,,(z) 
and Y(y) = qn-t(Y). 
Denote 
f~ z(x)p.(x)dx w; = , (4.1) 
f~ q,,_l(y)d~ W= 1Z(y)(~-~)-q':-._l(0~)" 
The matrix A in (3.7) will become the form 
(4.2) 
A = (a~j) ,x, ,  (4.3) 
where 
1 1 ) 
.'k~ = ~i -ok \~ ~ p, ff~)u(z(x)p.(x))l==,. 
1 (bw. ,  1 ) b W; -~-0k \~ ' ~.~-~j)q.-l(0k) -~e] : ;~ '  fo r l<k<. -1 ,  
The matrix B in (3.8) has also a simpler form, 
l< j~n.  
B -- (b~j)nxn, (4.4) 
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where 
1 (by:... 1 (qn- l (y) )  ) 
b*kJ -- ~Tj "~k ~,rr 3 + q~_~(qj)V \ Z(y) ly={h 
-& - ,7~ \~ ' +q '_  (,7~ p'(fk) -g~-/:7-~J' eor l<k<n,  l< j<n-1 .  
Similar to Proposition 3.3, we have 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any polynomial ¢(t) of degree < 2n, the matrix A in (4.3) sat/s/ies 
~-~ a~j¢(~j) ---- U(Z(~)¢(*))l,=,k, rot 1 < k < n -  1, 
j=l 
" • l f_ 1 Eak j¢ (~)  = - Z(x)¢(z)dx. 
j= l  ~ 1 
Similar to Proposition 3.4 we have 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For nny polynomial ¢(t) of degree <_ 2n - 2, the matrix B in (4.4) satis/]es 
j•b• 0(.~) = V I~=~,. rot k = 1,2,. . . ,  .. \ z (~) ]  ' 
Since the Gauss quadrature formulae have higher algebraic accuracy. This scheme may have 
higher approximation rate of convergence. 
2. Lobatlo-Jacobi Scheme. 
Let { -1 , - r /n - i , -~/n -2 , " " , - r / l ,  1} be quadrature nodes and let { - fn , - fn -1 , " "  , - f l}  be 
collocation points. We have 
n 
x(~)  = (~ + 1)(~ - 1) l - I (~ + . j)  (4.5) 
j= l  
n -1  
= (-1)n(1 - x)(1 + z) H( -z  - r/j) 
j= l  
= ( -1 ) '~(1  - z)(1 + .)q,~_x(-x), 
n 
Y(y) = I-[ (y + ~j) = (-1)npn(-y).  (4.6) 
j= l  
Considering our assumption of a >_ 0, b > 0 and 0 >_ 0 in the definition of Z(z) = (1 - z)--~(1 + 
z)-l+-~, we can represent the quadrature coefficients Wj and Vj by using the Wj* and V/*. 
fl Z(.)x(.)d. 
w0 := z (z + 1)x ' ( -1 )  (4.7) 
i f l  (i _ x)- ~(i + z)-1+~(l _ z)(l+ x)q._l(_Z)dz 
z+l  
_ / e 1 • 1 1 (1 - x ) - ; (1  + x) - ';qn-l(Z)dx 
2q._1(1) J_ 
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1 ["  qn-x(z)dz 
2qn-x(1) J_x (x -  1)Z(x) 
_ 1 Ir {aqn-1(1) ppn(1)'~ 
2q._~(I) b \ z(1)  / 
~j,p.(1) 
- -  2bqn-l(1)' 
where we use the fact that ~ i3  = 0 because of 0 _> 0. For j = 1, 2, . . .  , n - 1, we have 
f~ Z(xlX(~)d~ 
Wj :"-- 1 (X -]- .n_ i )Xt ( .n_ j )  
1 
_ / ' j _  (1 - z)-L. (1 - - - - - -  ~-'-T'Y"~- - m +  z)-l+-L (1 z)(1 - --T-'T + x)qn-l(X)dx 
(z + .n_i)qn_ l(rIn_./)(1 -- "n-j) 
1 [1  (1 -I- z ) I -~( I  - z)L. qn-1(z)dz 
1 - ~i2n-j J- 1 (X -- ~n_j)qtn_l(r~n_j) 
v~'_~ 
m .  
1 -- ~2n_ j " 
and 
1 Z(x)X(x!dx  
1 / '1 (1 - z)-L- (1 + z)- l+l '-  (1 - z)(1 -I- Z)qn-l(z)dz 
- -2qn- l ( -1 )  J _x  z - 1 
_ 1 [1 qn-x(z)dz 
2qn-1(-1) J_ l  z (z) (z  + 1) 
_ 1 I r (aq~l )  ppn( -1 ) )  
2qn- i ( -1)  b 
a'p pn( -1)  
2b qn-x( -1) '  
where we also use ~ = 0 because of 0 ~ O. 
For j = 1 ,2 ,  . - .  ,n ,  we have 
' Y(y)dy I,~ := 
1 (Y Jr ~n- i+l )Z(y)Yt( -~n- j+l )  
= _ [1  pn (-y)dy 
J_ 1 (u + ~.-j+l)z(u)V.(&,-~+~) 
1(1  + Y)~n(1-Y)x-~Pn(Y)dY t 
f l Z (y ) (1 -  y2)pn(y)ay 
I* (1 2 " Z(y)pn(y)(y +~n-j+l)dy 
= - ~._~+l)w,:_ j+l - 1 V.(~.- j+~) 
= (1 : ~W.* - -  ~ ,n - j+ l )  n - - jq -1  
65 
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We can construct the system of equations as following: 
Let 
= (¢ ( -1 ) ,  ~(- - r ]n_ l ) , ' . .  , (~(--/']1), ¢(1)) T, 
fi -" (c, f (~n) ,  f ( - -~n-1) , " "  , f ( - -~ l ) )  T .  
We have 
where 
a~=], (4.11) 
(4.11) A = (a~j)( .+l)×(n+l) ,  0 < k < n, 0 < j <__ n. 
b V.* .  1 rt--/ , for 1 <k< n, l< j<n-1 ,  
akj  -- r 1 2 ~n-k+l  -- r ln- j  - ~?n- i  
p, (1)  1 
, for 1< k< n, 
ak0 -- -Pqn- l (1 )  1 -~n-k+l  
pn( -1 )  1 for 1 < k < n, 
ak,, = -Pq , , - l ( -1 )  1 + ~, -k+l  ' (4.12) 
1 V.* .  
'~-~ for l< j<n-1 ,  
a0j - ~r 1 - ~?~_j 
p . (1)  
ao0 - 2b q . - l (1 ) '  
v.( -1)  
a0. --- 2bq ._ l ( -1 ) "  
Similar to Proposit ion 4.1, we have 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For any polynomial ¢(t) o f  degree < 2n - 3 ,  the matr ix  A in (4.12) satisfies 
n-1  
ak0¢( -1 )  + E ak j¢( - -T / . - j )  + akn¢(1) -- U(Z(x)¢(x))[z=_~_,+~, for 1 < k < n, 
j----1 
n-~ __1/~_ Z(x)¢(x)dx. a0o¢( -1 )  + a0i¢(--t/ , ,_ j)  + a0n¢(1) = ~r 
j= l  1 
Similar to Proposit ion 4.2, we introduce a matr ix  
B --- (bk j ) (n+l )×(n+l ) ,  O<k<n,  O<j<n,  
where 
b (1 - (~_ j+ l )Wg_ j+ l  for l<k<n,  
bkj : Ir ~n- j+ l -  T/._~ ' 
boj = b(1-(~_j+l)W*_j+x for 1 < j<n,  
r ~ . - j+ l  + 1 ' - - 
' . . -~+i J  . -~+1 for 1 _<j < n, b. i = b (1 -¢2  ~W.* 
?r ~n-j ' t ' l  - 1 ' - 
bk0- -b#,  fo r0<k<n.  
l<_j<_n, 
(4.13) 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For any polynomial ¢(t) of degree <_ 2n - 1, the matrix B in (4.13) satisfying 
. f v(~-~-})l,=-l, for k =o, 
Zb~¢( -~" -~+l )  = / v(~S~})ly=_,._~, for 1 < k < ~-  1, 
¢=1 v(~-})ly=,,  for } = ..  
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By using the same way as that in proof of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we can show that the 
coefficient matrix A of Gauss-Jacobi scheme in (4.3) and the coefficient matrix A of Lobatto- 
Jacobi scheme in (4.12) are invertible and that their inverses are of the closed form 1 ~-~B, B is 
given in (4.4) and (4.13) respectively. 
These two schemes can approximate the singular integral operator in higher algebraic accuracy. 
Are there other groups of quadrature nodes or collocation odes which have similar properties? 
For example, can we construct Radau-Jacobi scheme? In the case of a = 0 and b = 1, we found 
four different choices of the nodes (see [9]). 
3. Coincidence of Quadrature Nodes and Collocation Points. 
If we choose the n - 1 collocation points the same as the first n - 1 quadrature nodes, we also 
can construct an invertible linear system of equations. 
Lety j=z j ,  fo r l _< j_<n- l ,  wehave 
x(~) = l Icx-  ~), 
j=l 
n-1 
Y(u)  = 1"I (u -  ~)  
j=l 
The discrete system of equations has the form 
where 
A¢=] .  
-- (~(;rl),~(X2),... ,~(Xn)) T, 
] - -  ( f (X l ) , f (~2) , ' ' "  , f(zn-1),C) T, 
A = (akj)nxn, 1 < k < n, 1 < j < n, 
b w~x' (x¢)  - WkX'(~k), for 1 < k < n -- 1, 
ak~ = ~rX'(x~) xj - zk  
b ~1 Z(t)X(t)dt 
akk = aZ(zk) + ~rX'(zk"----'~ 1 ~' - - z - -~ ' fo r  1 < k < n - 1, 
1 
an1 = ~ Wj, for 1 < j_<n 
l< j<n,  k#j ,  
(4.14) 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For any polynomiM ¢(t) of degree < n - 1, the matrix A in (4.14) satisfies 
n 
])"~ akjd(zi)  = U(Z(z)¢(z))],=,, ,  for 1 < k < n -  1, 
j=l 
" 1 jf_l 
a,~¢(x~)  = - z (x )¢ (~)d~.  
j= l  ~" I 
By Lemma 3.1, the matrix A in (4.14) is nonsingular. Next, we introduce a matrix B, 
B = (bkj)n×n 1 < k < n, 1 < j < n, 
b VjY'(z j)  - VkY'(zk), for 1 < k < n, 1 _ < j _ < n - 1, k # j, 
bk~ = ~rY'(zj) zj - zk 
a b /1  Y(t)dt 
bkk -- Z(zk""~) ~Y'(zk) .,_ a Z(t'J-~---zk) 2' for 1 < k < n -  1, 
bk,, = b/t, for 1 < k < n. 
(4.15) 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. For any polynomial ¢(t) of degree < n - 2, the matrix B in (4.15) satisfies 
._1 ( , ( , ) )  
E bkj *(xi)  = V 1,=,,, for 1 < k < n. i=1 \ z (x ) /  
By using Lemma 3.2, we know that the inverse of A in (4.14) is i ~B.  
Note: The collocation points are not necessary the FIRST n - 1 quadrature nodes. In fact, 
they can be arbitrary n - 1 nodes. If we take n collocation points, we will obtain a system of n+ 1 
equations of n unknowns. The rank of the coefficient matrix is n. We can use the regularization 
method to find it's solution. 
4. Minimum Norm-Least Square Scheme. 
Let {z l , z2 , . . .  ,zn} = {Yl,Y~,"" ,Yn} = {~t,~9.,... ,~n}, then X(z )  = Y(z) = pn(Z). We can 
construct a system of n equations of n unknowns only from the integral equation U(Z(z)¢(z)) = 
f ( z )  without considering the additional condition t f l I Z(z)¢(z)  = c. We are going to show 
that the rank of the coefficient matrix is n -  1 and to find a closed form of it's generalized inverse. 
Denote the discrete system as 
A¢= ],  
where 
= (~(~1), ~(~2),''" ,~P(~n)) T,
] = (f(~l), f (~2), ' '"  , f(~r*)) T, 
A = (akj)n×,,, 
b f_l Z(t)p.(t)dt 
akj = ~Ptn(~j) 1 (t---~-~i:'~k)' for 1 < k,j < n, 
b /_1 Z(t)pn(t)dt 
akk  = aZ(ek)  + x (t  - -  
Similarly, we introduce a matrix B, 
B = 
kT~j, 
, for 1 <k  < n. 
(4.16) 
b /_1 pn(t)dt 
bkj-- rp~(~j) 1Z(t)(t--~j)(t--~k) for l<k , j<n,  k#j ,  
(4.17) 
a b f_l p,(t)dt 
bkk = Z(ek------] lrP'n(ek) 1 Z( t -~k)  2' for 1 < k < n. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. For any polynomial ¢(t) of degree _< 2n, the matrix A in (4.16) satisfies 
n 
~--~ aki¢(~i) = U(Z(x)~(x))]x=~k, for 1 < k < n. 
./=1 
PROPOSITION 4.8. For any polynomial ¢(t) of degree ~_ 2n, the matrix B in (4.17) satisfies 
The proofs are the same as that of Proposition 4.5; however, we can not use the general Lemma 
3.1 and Lemma 3.2 anymore. 
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Denote 
( 
Poc5) PlGl) *** P”-l(&) 
P= PO&) PlK22) *** Pn42) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PO&) Pl&) *a* Pn-1(&n) 1 
and 
( 
0 QO(<l) *.* %3-a(&) 
0 QO(<Z) * * * 
Q= . . . . . . ..* 
Qn-2K2) 
1 
’ . . . 
cl qo(rn) ‘* ’ qn-2(&a) 
We have 
AP = pQ. 
Since P is nonsingular, rank(A) = rank(Q) = n - 1. 
Denote 
and 
p= 
( 
Pl&) PZKl> *** Pn-l(k) 0 
Pl(t2) P2K2) *‘a Pn-1((z) 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PlKn) Pz(bI) ** * Pn-1(&n) 0 
We have 
(j = 40(<2) Qdf2) ..* 
( 
qoK1) !?l(tl) * * * %a-l(6) 
%a-1(<2) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
qo(rn> q1(bd *** qn-l(m) 1. 
Bfj = pk 
Since 0 is nonsingular, rank(A) = rank(fi) = n - 1. 
Introduce 
B ’ B, =- 
p2 
we have 
PROPOSITION 4.9. h is the M - N generalized inverse of A in (4.16), that js & ad A satjsfy 
ABA = A, 
i,Ab = i, 
(A@% = M(Ai)), 
(l?A)TN = N@A), 
where M = (Q@)-l and N = (PPT)-‘. 
Proof. Let 
J= (; I”;‘), 
where I,,-1 is an identity matrix of order n - 1. It is obvious that JT and J satisfy 
JJTJ = J, 
JTJJT = JT, 
(JJT)T = JJT, 
(JTJ)T = JTJ. 
(4.18.1) 
(4.18.2) 
(4.18.3) 
(4.18.4) 
(4.19.1) 
(4.19.2) 
(4.19.3) 
(4.19.4) 
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Since f '  = p jT  and Q = Q J, we have 
A = pO, JP  -1, 
Therefore 
= le: 0_1. 
ABA = 
[~A[~ = 
(AB)TM = 
(BA)TN = 
U((~Sp-1)(pjTQ-1)((~jp-1) = I j (Q j jT  jp -1  = A, 
(Q, Jp- I  pjT{~-I)-I(QOT)-I = O-T j jTOT (Q-T O, -1) 
O-T j j TQ -x = (O-TQ-1)(O, J JTO -1) = M(AB),  
(p j r (~- IQ jp -1 )T (ppT) - I  = (p -T  jT  jpT) (p -T  p-1)  
p -T  jT  jp -1  = (ppT) - l (p jT  jp -1 )  = N([3A)T. 
According to C. R. Rao and S. K. Mitra [13] (pp. 52), b is the M - N generalized inverse of A. 
Q.E.D. 
^ 
PROPOSITION 4.10. $ = Bf  is the minimum N-norm M-  least square solution of the n × n 
system of equations A¢ = ]. That is, the ~e satisfies 
[I ~ IIN= min II ~ [IN, 
where ~ makes 
II A,~ - ] IIM= ra in  II A~, - ] IIM. 
£ER n 
The [1 £ [[M and 11 ~, 11,~ are defined as ~ and ~ respectively. 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
We have considered a numerical example for the equation (1.1) with a = 0, b = 1, k = 0 and 
f(x) = 1 As c is quite small (e.g. c = 0.01), f (x)  has a peak value 104 at x = c. The (x-c)2+o" 
exact solution is given by 
o + c sin o ¢(x)  -- (1 q- 4c4)~ (X -- C) cos 
c (x  - c )  2 + c 2 ' 
where 
tan0=2c ~. 
It has also a pair of maximum and minimum in the vicinity of 0. Since the derivative is very large, 
the values of f(x) at Chebyshev collocation points {sj } can not represent the feature of f(x) and 
the classical Gauss-Chebyshev scheme fails to provide a satisfactory approximate solution. The 
curve (dot line) in the following figure shows unacceptable errors. 
Another way is to choose collocation points flexibly. For example, if we take y = -0.01 as 
collocation point instead of y = s~ = 0, we obtain a general quadrature collocation scheme. The 
curve (dash line ) in the figure shows that it gives a much better approximation to the exact 
solution (points labeled by small triangles in the figure) than the Gauss-Chebyshev scheme does. 
As n increases, Chebyshev nodes become dense. Since the Lebesgue constant of the inter- 
polation at Chebyshev nodes are bounded, a more satisfying approximation may be obtained. 
However, under the restriction of the number n, the flexible choice of collocation odes can lead 
to a better result at a lower computational cost. 
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Figure 1. The curve of g(t) with general nodes ym = -0.01. 
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